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Answer: A 

QUESTION: 36 

Which of the following is true about applying CAS templates to CAS hosts?
 

A. Each CAS Template can only be applied to one CAS host. 
B. Instance-level changes can be made to the template items so that the same template may be 
applied to many CAS hosts. 
C. Applying CAS Templates will require the database management system on the CAS host to 
be restarted. 
D. CAS Templates are applied to collectors, which act as CAS hosts. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 37 

What is the simplest definition of a Guardium domain?
 

A. AGuardium entity containing a series of attributes. 
B. Grouping of a set of tables and relationships between those tables providing a view of the data 
thatGuardium stores. 
C. A simple identification label to indicate ownership or control of aGuardium resource. 
D. A model of aGuardium system describing the different entities involved in the environment 
and their relationships. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 38 

What is the purpose of Guardium's Application Events API? 


A. Adding application event data, such as user ID, event type and number, to the SQL statements 
executed between an API no-op call and its release signal. 
B. Being part of the pattern matching engine that evaluates statements for membership in a 
specific security policy. 
C. Enabling non-supported database engines to be used withGuardium. 
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D. The Application Events API is used to increase the speed at which Guardium processes 
statements. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 39 
A developer has recently created a temporary database to test her new human resources 
management application. To test it in a production-like environment, she copies the 
MANAGERS table from the production server into her test database. This table includes 
sensitive personal information. Which of the following will help the database auditor identify 
this new database? 

A. The database auditor can be notified by e-mail usingGuardium's scheduled database auto- 
discovery feature. 
B. The developer must create the new database usingGuardium's Application Events API, which 
would show up on the Guardium interface as a change report. 
C. The database auditor can be notified of new sensitive data by a previously scheduled sensitive 
object discovery job. 
D. The auditor cannot incorporate the new environment intoGuardium unless she is given the 
exact details of the database and host system. 

Answer: A 
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